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Let’s go outside! We’re reconnecting with nature 
during Back to Nature Friday. 

We hope that this adventure guide and our programming inspire you and your 
young scientist to explore the great outdoors, reflect on what nature means to you, 

meet some new animals, and make your own discoveries in nature.

Can’t print at home? That’s okay! Use a notebook or some scratch paper  
to follow along and make your observations. If you can print this booklet,  
choose 1-sided printing to make the most out of our activities!

Want to revisit some of your favorite programming after the day is over? 
Visit naturemuseum.org/BackToNature

Share your explorations with us on social media! 
@NatureMuseum  |  #NatureMuseum

©2020 Chicago Academy of Sciences  / Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum
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Meet the Animal Quest Animals
Live Animal Encounter • 11am

Let’s meet some of Animal Quest’s star animals! As you follow along and watch the presentation, check off the 
amazing animals you see, write down any other facts you learn, and take note of any questions that pop up!

    Hedgehog 
Hedgehogs are not native to the United States, but they can be found 
throughout Europe in backyards and gardens. They are small mammals, 
typically measuring between five and 12 inches, and are mostly closely related 
to shrews and moles. Hedgehogs use their spiny quills to defend themselves 
against predators. If a hedgehog feels especially threatened, it will curl up into 
a tight ball which forces its quills to poke out in many directions.

What do you notice about the hedgehog?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the hedgehog?
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    Quaker parrot 
Quaker parrots are also known as monk parakeets. Believe it or not, but there  
are pockets of these birds living in Chicago! Although they are parrots, these  
beauties are not as large as some of their parrot relatives as they only measure  
in at about 12 inches long. Although their beautiful green coloring might stand  
out against a wall or a building, it actually provides great camouflage in treetops.

What do you notice about the quaker parrot?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the quaker parrot?



Meet the Animal Quest Animals
Live Animal Encounter • 11am

Let’s meet some of Animal Quest’s star animals! As you follow along and watch the presentation, check off the 
amazing animals you see, write down any other facts you learn, and take note of any questions that pop up!

    Crested gecko 
If you had to guess, would you think that the crested gecko is a reptile or an 
amphibian? If you guessed reptile, you’re right! Geckos are lizards and have 
dry scaly skin. The crested gecko gets its name from the fringed crest that runs 
over their eyes and down their necks and backs. This neat feature is also why 
they are sometimes called eyelash geckos! Their specialized toe pads and 
prehensile tails allow them to scale vertical surfaces, including trees!

What do you notice about the crested gecko?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the crested gecko?
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    Red tegu
The red tegu is a lizard that is native to Argentina and Uruguay. These large 
lizards can measure between 2.5 and 3.5 feet long and can be found in arid  
semi-deserts, grasslands, and light woods. Although you might assume that they  
only eat meat, they are actually opportunistic omnivores. They’ll eat a variety of  
plants and animals, from fruits and vegetables to insects and even birds. 

What do you notice about the red tegu?
 

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the red tegu?



Meet the Animal Quest Animals
Live Animal Encounter • 11am

Let’s meet some of Animal Quest’s star animals! As you follow along and watch the presentation, check off the 
amazing animals you see, write down any other facts you learn, and take note of any questions that pop up!

    Kenyan sand boa 
The beautiful Kenyan sand boa is a small boa, also known as the East African 
sand boa. Although they’re boas, they are actually much smaller than the boas 
we typically think of. In fact, both males and females are typically less than two 
feet long. These beautiful snakes are native to Northern and Eastern Africa where 
they can be found in semi-desert and scrub savannas and rock outcroppings.

What do you notice about the Kenyan sand boa?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the Kenyan sand boa?
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    Giant African bullfrog
The giant African bullfrog is among the largest frogs in the world — the males  
can actually weigh up to three pounds! Females lay about 3,000 to 4,000 eggs 
at a time and when the tadpoles hatch, defending males will actually continue  
to watch over the tadpoles as they continue through metamorphosis. Weird fact:  
African bullfrogs are one of just a few frog species that actually have teeth!

What do you notice about the giant African bullfrog?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the giant African bullfrog?



Meet the Animal Quest Animals
Live Animal Encounter • 11am

Let’s meet some of Animal Quest’s star animals! As you follow along and watch the presentation, check off the 
amazing animals you see, write down any other facts you learn, and take note of any questions that pop up!

    Red-footed tortoise 
Native to South America, red-footed tortoises are brightly colored tortoises that 
can measure up to 16 inches long and weigh up to 30 pounds. They’re named 
for the striking colors on their legs, and are also known as red-legged tortoises. 
In the wild, they use those big, strong legs to burrow and forage. They’ve been 
known to share food with one another and gather in small groups.  

What do you notice about the red-footed tortoise?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the red-footed tortoise?
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    Tiger salamander
Did you know that the tiger salamander is the Illinois state amphibian? It likes 
to eat small insects and worms, and can grow up to 33 centimeters long!  
In the wild, these salamanders live in forests and woodlands. Although  
salamanders look like lizards, they’re actually amphibians! Instead of dry,  
rough skin, they have smooth, moist skin. Their skin is also permeable (water  
can soak into it), so they live near water or in damp places.

What do you notice about the tiger salamander?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the tiger salamander?



Meet the Animal Quest Animals
Live Animal Encounter • 11am

Let’s meet some of Animal Quest’s star animals! As you follow along and watch the presentation, check off the 
amazing animals you see, write down any other facts you learn, and take note of any questions that pop up!

    Striped skunk
Did you know that striped skunks are one of North America’s most recognizable 
animals? They’re also one of the most common, and they occur across Canada, 
the United States, and Mexico! These beautiful animals have highly developed, 
musk-filled scent glands that they use to ward off predators. Although their fur 
coloration can vary, most are black with lines of white fur that branch out from 
their heads and run down their shoulders, backs, and tails. 

What do you notice about the striped skunk?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the striped skunk?
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    White-nosed coatimundi
White-nosed coatimundis (or coatis for short) are small mammals native to the  
Americas, ranging from Arizona to Argentina. They have pig-like noses and thick, 
semi-prehensile tails that they use for balance. Coatis are omnivores, eating items  
like fruit, invertebrates, and even eggs. White-nosed coatis are also pollinators!  
When they stick their faces into the flowers of the balsa tree, the pollen sticks to  
their fur and then is spread throughout the forest.

What do you notice about the white-nosed coatimundi?

Does it remind you of another animal you’ve seen at the Museum or somewhere else? Why or why not?

What do you wonder about the white-nosed coatimundi?



Red-footed tortoise
Chelonoidis carbonarius

Share your creations with us!  •  @NatureMuseum  #NatureMuseum

Color the Animal Stars
Grab your favorite coloring tools and create a masterpiece featuring some of the Animal Quest animal stars!
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White-nosed coatimundi
Nasua narica

Share your creations with us!  •  @NatureMuseum  #NatureMuseum

Color the Animal Stars
Grab your favorite coloring tools and create a masterpiece featuring some of the Animal Quest animal stars!
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Quaker parrot
Myiopsitta monachus

Share your creations with us!  •  @NatureMuseum  #NatureMuseum

Color the Animal Stars
Grab your favorite coloring tools and create a masterpiece featuring some of the Animal Quest animal stars!
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Kenyan sand boa
Gongylophis colubrinus

Share your creations with us!  •  @NatureMuseum  #NatureMuseum

Color the Animal Stars
Grab your favorite coloring tools and create a masterpiece featuring some of the Animal Quest animal stars!
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Make Your Own Scratchboard

A scratchboard is a drawing medium obtained from a board coated with white kaolin clay and India ink. The image 
is traced by scratching off the ink to resurface the clay underneath, using a sharp scraper. Starting from a sketch draw-
ing, the lines of the subject are first traced on the scratchboard surface. Using the traced lines as a guide, the artist 
stipples the first layer to create a gray undertone. Highlights and details are then added by cross-hatching the exposed 
clay surface. You can also make your own scratchboard at home!

What you need:

Heavy paper

Crayons

Tempera paint

Large paintbrush 

Dish soap

Container
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Step 1: Create a waxy base
Start by covering your paper with a layer of colorful 
crayon. Use as many colors as you would like.  
Add a second layer of crayon (push hard) to make 
sure the paper is covered in its wax. 

Step 2: Add the paint  
Mix the paint and dish soap 50/50 into a container. 
Apply a generous layer to the paper, making it as 
smooth as possible. Let it dry. 

Optional: Add a second coat of paint.

Step 3: Create your masterpiece
Once the paint has dried, use a pencil or other tool 
to scratch away and reveal the colorful crayon  
layer beneath!
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What you need:

A piece of cardboard (for the backing of the wreath)

Pencil

Round objects to help you draw your circle on the cardboard

Scissors 
• X-acto knife or utility knife work, too

Hot glue
• If you don’t have a hot glue gun, you could also try rubber cement
or a heavier craft adhesive

Nature items 
• Evergreen branches, leaves, pine cones dried flowers, greenery

(select sturdier items that won’t wilt right away)

Nature Wreath Craft
Let’s celebrate the season by making our own fall-themed nature wreath to decorate your home!
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Step 1: Create your wreath backing
Draw out a donut shape (an inner circle and 
outer circle) on your piece of cardboard. If you 
are making a wreath to hang on your door, this 
may be large. Wreaths to go around a candle 
jar for a table decoration will be smaller. Use a 
bowl or other circular object to help you trace 
the shape. Cut out the donut with scissors or a 
utility knife.

Step 2: Decorate your wreath
Now that you have the cardboard backing 
for the wreath, start attaching your natural 
items with the glue. You’ll need to use a lot to 
cover up the cardboard. I trimmed branches 
and things we found outside so that I could 
glue on smaller pieces at a time.

Disclaimer: Hot glue is hot! Using something 
else to hold down the items in the glue until it 
is secure helps keep fingers safe.

Keep adding items until the cardboard is 
pretty well covered.

Place a candle between your wreath for some 
extra flair!

Donut shape

Nature Wreath Craft
Let’s celebrate the season by making our own fall-themed nature wreath to decorate your home!



Senses Walk Journal 
Let’s go on our own senses walk! Whether you’re walking through the park, the forest, or just through 
your neighborhood, you can turn your nature walk into a senses walk. Take this guide with you and  

follow these prompts while you take in your surroundings!

Let’s explore touch!

Let’s explore sight!

Notice the air on your skin and in your lungs! What does it feel like? Is it warm or cool?

Notice where your feet meet the ground. Is the ground here bumpy or smooth?

Gently touch a few natural things. What other textures can you find? 

Look around you. Can you find any evidence of animals (holes in leaves or in a tree trunk or some tracks left behind)? 

Look for sun and shade! How does the light change or stay the same where you’re walking?

Look for colors! Even in the fall, there are colorful things all around us. What colors do you notice?
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Senses Walk Journal 
Let’s go on our own senses walk! Whether you’re walking through the park, the forest, or just through 
your neighborhood, you can turn your nature walk into a senses walk. Take this guide with you and  

follow these prompts while you take in your surroundings!

Let’s explore hearing!

Let’s explore emotions!

Listen carefully. What sounds do you hear? 

Can you focus on some sounds of nature?

How are you feeling? 

How does being in nature make you feel? 

How does it feel to move slowly and take a walk?
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Nature Journal

My Animal Drawing:

Animal species name:

Description (What did it look like? What color was it? How big was it?):

Diet (Was it eating? If so, what was it eating?):

Habitat (Where was it?):

Behaviors (What was it doing?):
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Capturing Nature with a Smartphone

Photography is an amazing and rewarding way to connect with nature and the world around you. And you don’t 
need a fancy camera to take great nature photos! Chances are good that you’ve already got a great camera at your 
fingertips. Smartphone and tablet cameras have gotten so good that many smartphone photos are actually much clearer 
and better quality than the average point-and-shoot camera. We’ve got some tips to help you take great nature photos 
with your smartphone.

Tip #1: There is no right or wrong in nature photography.

Nature photography is a huge category of work – it can be anything from a close up picture of a flower to wildlife or 
landscapes; it can be a single fall leaf or the entire ground covered in leaves; it can be a sunrise or even as simple as 
a puddle. There is no right or wrong when it comes to the beauty of nature and there is so much to draw inspiration 
from, so start by exploring what inspires you. 

Tip #2: Try shooting photos with the rule of thirds.

The rule of thirds is a way to visualize the composition of your photo as you are shooting it. Picture your image being 
split into nine equal blocks forming a three-by-three grid. If you follow the rule of thirds, you’re aiming to get the most 
interesting parts of your picture, or the parts that you want to draw most attention to, near the corners where the 
imaginary grid lines meet. Generally, this rule gives pictures a more natural feeling and helps your eye move through 
the picture. It also tends to make them more interesting and less symmetrical. Take a look at the photos below. They’re 
all of the same plant, but the composition is very different in each, and gives the photo a very different feel. Which one 
appeals to you the most? Try using a similar composition when taking your own photos!

Don’t worry too much about getting it perfect on your first try. You can always make adjustments and crop your photo when editing.
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Capturing Nature with a Smartphone

Tip #3: Use natural lighting whenever possible.

Using the built-in flash can often result in harsh and unevenly lit photos. Whenever possible, let the sun, room lighting, 
and other natural lighting do the work for you. Flashes can also be upsetting or irritating to wildlife and other animals, 
so it’s a good rule of thumb to turn off your flash whenever you can. If you find yourself shooting in low light, you can set 
your phone on a table, on a fence, or on a small tripod to help stabilize your shot and prevent your picture from turning 
out blurry.

Don’t let cloudy days scare you aware either. Overcast days actually offer some of the best natural light conditions, 
especially for getting close-up pictures of plants, flowers, wildlife, and even people.

Tip #4: Don’t rely on pinch & zoom.

Our smartphones allow us to pinch and zoom way in on the cool objects we see out in the wild, but it’s very easy to 
over zoom and end up with a grainy photo. Instead, see if you can get closer to the object first. If it’s not possible, start 
with a wide shot and then try to gradually zoom in, taking photos along the way. If you pay close attention, you might 
be able to find a good balance between too far away and too grainy. You can also take your faraway photo and try 
cropping it down later on. This will help bring focus to the object you saw from a distance without making it look too 
zoomed in and grainy.
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Capturing Nature with a Smartphone

Tip #5: Take multiple photos.

It’s not always easy to tell in the moment which photos will turn out and which ones won’t. That’s why it’s always a good 
idea to take multiple photos of the same object. If your phone has a burst option, you can use it to take many photos 
quickly and then review them all later and only save your favorites. This is especially helpful when you’re taking photos 
of fast-moving objects, like birds and butterflies, or in settings where the lighting can change quickly! 

Tip #6: Explore what your phone can do.

Many phones now have great built-in settings to help you take the best possible photo. Take the time to explore them. 
For example, portrait mode will allow you to focus on an object in the foreground while blurring the background. 
Enabling HDR (high-dynamic-range) can help you create a great photo by taking multiple exposures of the same object 
and combining them into one composite photo. Some phones also have built-in lighting options. Take the time to 
explore all the options your phone already has and see how they can impact your photos.

Portrait Mode Normal Mode
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Capturing Nature with a Smartphone

Tip #6: Explore what your phone can do (continued).

Tip #7: Make adjustments with apps.

There are a number of apps that can help you make changes to your photos. Lightroom, Snapseed, and VSCO all 
allow you to change features of your photos, including lighting, contrast, and sizing. Phones don’t always capture 
objects in the same way that we’re seeing them, and using an app can help you get your photos closer to your actual 
experience. Take the time to explore their capabilities beyond just their fun filters!

HDR Normal Non-HDR
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Scavenger Hunt
We’ve created this list of common items, plants, and animals that you’re likely to see at this time of year. Can you find 
them all? Grab your list, your camera, and see how many your mark off your list! Be sure to share your photos, and  

your completed scavenger hunt sheet, with us on social media!

Cardinal

Squirrel

Crow

Yes! I’ve found it!

Yes! I’ve found it!

Yes! I’ve found it!

When and where did you find it?

When and where did you find it?

When and where did you find it?
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Scavenger Hunt
We’ve created this list of common items, plants, and animals that you’re likely to see at this time of year. Can you find 
them all? Grab your list, your camera, and see how many your mark off your list! Be sure to share your photos, and  

your completed scavenger hunt sheet, with us on social media!

Rabbit

Raccoon

Blue Jay

Yes! I’ve found it!

Yes! I’ve found it!

Yes! I’ve found it!

When and where did you find it?

When and where did you find it?

When and where did you find it?
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Scavenger Hunt
We’ve created this list of common items, plants, and animals that you’re likely to see at this time of year. Can you find 
them all? Grab your list, your camera, and see how many your mark off your list! Be sure to share your photos, and  

your completed scavenger hunt sheet, with us on social media!

Goose

Pine Cone

Animal Tracks

Yes! I’ve found it!

Yes! I’ve found it!

Yes! I’ve found it!

When and where did you find it?

When and where did you find it?

When and where did you find it?
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Our Nature Recommendations For You!
The Chicago area is home to some truly amazing natural areas that we can enjoy. They’re not only home to some 
amazing nature and wildlife, but they’re also fantastic options for recreation and spending some time outdoors with 
family and friends. We at the Nature Museum are big fans of spending time outside, so we’ve put together a list  

of some of our staff’s favorite places. 

Always remember to #RecreateResponsibly: check to make sure the site is open, practice physical distancing,  
plan ahead (lunches, water, hand sanitizer), play it safe, explore locally, leave no trace, and help build an inclusive, 

safe, and welcoming outdoor community for all identities and abilities. Learn more at recreateresponsibly.org. 

Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie | Will County
Recommended by Allison and Marjorie 

Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie is a restored and remnant 
grassland and has over 34 miles of trails open to the public for 
hiking, bicycling, and horse-back riding. This is one of the places in 
Illinois to see reintroduced bison! Check out the bisoncam on their 
website. There is a welcome center and a trail map is available 
online. Midewin used to be an army ammunition plant, so has some 
interesting history for its restoration. Midewin is also home to a 
dolomite prairie, supporting a unique ecosystem of plants due to the 
underlying dolomite rock.

Why we love it: Midewin is not only home to the herd of bison 
which you can often see from the visitor trails, but it also offers so 
many activities to enjoy including biking, walking, and hiking!

Glacial Park  | McHenry County
Recommended by Allison, Marjorie, and Patrick

Anyone interested in earth sciences or the Ice Age should check out 
Glacial Park Conservation Area. The receding glaciers from the  
Ice Age (22,000-14,000 years ago!) left behind kames, kettle 
holes, marraines, and glacial erratics, so the area has rolling hills 
and interesting topography.

Why we love it: Glacial Park is simply beautiful to visit, it is home 
to some amazing wildlife you can see up close. If you’re a fan of 
canoeing and kayaking, the Nippersink Creek through Glacial Park 
is probably one of the best trips you’ll find near Chicago.
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Our Nature Recommendations For You!

Montrose Point Bird Sanctuary  | Cook County
Recommended by Airen, Amy, and Marjorie 

Montrose Point is a 15-acre bird sanctuary that attracts tens of 
thousands of migratory birds of more than 300 different species that 
stop there for rest, food and shelter. Within the natural area is “The 
Magic Hedge”, a 150 yard stretch of shrubs and several trees, so-
called because it attracts a curiously high number of migratory birds. 
A pair of Great Lakes Piping Plovers (Monty & Rose) began nesting at 
the nearby Montrose public beach in 2019 and returned in 2020.

Why we love it: Montrose Point really does put the magic in  
“Magic Hedge.” You’ll be amazed by just how many birds you will 
see on a visit here – especially during spring and fall migration – and 
the views of the city from Montrose Point are simply breathtaking.

LaBagh Woods  | Cook County 
Recommended by Airen and Dave 

Located at the southern start of the popular North Branch Trail, 
LaBagh Woods is host to diverse natural areas, including wooded 
landscapes, wetlands, savannas and sedge meadows. Known for 
exceptional birding opportunities, this site also offers picnic groves 
and large open fields.

Why we love it: Chicago’s LaBagh Woods is a great place to start 
a trip on the North Branch Trail, which follows the Chicago River 
all the way to Skokie Lagoons. If you’re interested in bird watching, 
LaBagh Woods is regarded as one of the best spots in the city.

Loyola Beach and Dunes | Cook County
Recommended by Amy and Dave  

Similar to Montrose around dunes restoration areas in progress
Home to almost 6 acres of restored dune habitat, you can spot 
nesting shorebirds, young, robust jack pine, and a variety of native 
dune forbes and grasses, and see firsthand the erosion-controlling 
effects of marram grass along the recreational beach. 
 
Why we love it: There’s lots of different things to do at Loyola Beach 
and Dunes, from walking the beach, playing at the playground, and 
learning about the restored dune habitat. Keep in mind the beach 
may be closed presently.
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Our Nature Recommendations For You!

Waterfall Glen | DuPage County
Recommended by Allison and Patrick 

Waterfall Glen is one of the Forest Preserve District of DuPage  
County’s most popular forest preserves. In addition to its Rocky Glen 
waterfall and Sawmill Creek bluff overlook, Waterfall Glen features 
forested wetland, marsh, remnant grassland, and more! It also  
features lots of great trail options.

Why we love it: Waterfall Glen is great for a short walk or a full day 
outside, and it is another place to see some gorgeous landscapes 
including restored woodlands. Plus, who doesn’t love a waterfall?

Burnham Park  | Cook County 
Recommended by Airen and Marjorie

Burnham Park features the naturalistic Promontory Point designed by  
Alfred Caldwell and an100-acre ribbon of urban wilderness known  
as the Burnham Wildlife Corridor. The corridor is composed of three  
main natural areas including the Burnham Centennial Prairie, Burnham 
Nature Sanctuary, and McCormick Bird Sanctuary. The corridor spans 
both sides of Lake Shore Drive, and is the largest stretch of natural  
area along Chicago’s lakefront.

Why we love it: The variety of recreational options in Burnham Park  
can’t be beat. Whether you’re a birder, a beach-goer, or just love a 
beautiful backdrop as you jog, Burnham Park has something for everyone.

Garfield Park  | Cook County
Recommended by Airen  

Garfield Park is the park furthest west in the Chicago park and 
boulevard system and features the historic Golden Dome field house, 
the Garfield Park Conservatory, and the Garfield Park Natural Area, 
which is home to acres of lagoon, woodland, and wetland habitats. 
 
Why we love it: Garfield Park is the oldest of the three original 
West Side Parks (Garfield, Humboldt, and Douglass) and many of its 
historic roads and paths, buildings, structures, landforms, and water 
features still exist.
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Thanks for participating in Supper with the 
Snakes

Don’t forget to share your experience on social media! 
@NatureMuseum   #NatureMuseum

EVENT SPONSOR

Thanks for joining us for 
Back to Nature Friday!


